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Daily 40 Hall of Fame!  Congratulations to these writers! 

Van Helmont, a iatrochemist, was born 1579 in Belgium. He believed that matter was indestructible, and 

checked if his products were equal to his reactants. Van Helmont is regarded as the father of pneumatic 

chemistry and recognized the existence of gases different from the surrounding air.  --Andrew  

 

Johann Baptista van Helmont of Belgium (1579-1644) signified the transition from alchemy to chemistry. 

While he claimed to have converted mercury to gold, he studied gases using experimental methods and 

balances, discovered carbon dioxide, and, upon carefully measuring a tree’s growth for five years, 

realized that matter is indestructible.  --Chantal 

 

Johann Baptista van Helmont, born in 1579 in Belgium, represented the transformation between 

alchemy and chemistry and also recognized and characterized gases. He discovered carbon dioxide and 

was the first to use a balance in chemical work. He rejected Aristotle's four elements but supported air 

and water as foundational elements.   --Gennelle 

 

Johann Baptista van Helmont was a Flemish iatrochemist who lived from 1579-1644 and founded 

pneumatic chemistry. He discovered that matter cannot be destroyed or created. Helmont regarded air 

and water as elements but he did not see earth and fire as elements. His greatest legacy is inventing the 

word gas.  --Isaac 

 

Johann Baptista van Helmont(1579-1644) was a Flemish chemist who believed that matter was 

indestructible. He was interested in alchemy mainly for medicinal purposes. He tried to burn charcoal 

and capture the gases, which he called “spiritus silvestri, or “breath of wood.” His work heralded the 

transition from alchemy to chemistry.  --Jaya 

Johann Baptista van Helmont was born in 1579 in Brussels.  He rejected Aristotle's idea of the four 

elements though he agreed that air and water were elements.  He was also the first to consider the 

production of gases or “wild spirits” during a chemical reaction.  --Alanna  

 

Johann Baptista van Helmont was an iatrochemist in Belgium during 1579-1644. His experiments aided 

the progression into elemental chemistry. After watering a tree for five years and finding it increase in 

weight, he attributed the increase entirely to water, overlooking gases. However, he did discovered carbon 

dioxide through burning charcoal.  --Christine 

 

Born 1579 in Brussels , Johann Baptista van Helmont, dubbed the “father of pneumatic chemistry,” was 

the first to recognize gases and their roles in chemical reactions.  Although he mistakenly concluded that 

gases were spirits, his correct chemical methods significantly advanced society’s understanding of 

chemistry.  --Dawy 

 

Helmont rejected the Aristotelian theory of four elements however he agreed that there were two 

elements, air and water. Like Thales, he believed that everything except air was made of water. He 

represents the transformation between alchemy and chemistry for his discovery of gas. He also discovered 

carbon dioxide.  --Dee Dee 

 

Johann Baptista Van Helmont, a chemist/alchemist that lived from 1579 to 1644 in Brussels, Belgium. He 

had disagreed with Aristotle about fire and earth being an element, but he supported air and water. 

Through his many experiments he discovered Co2, but at first he had called the gases “wind spirits”.  --

Denise 
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Johann Baptista van Helmont was an iatrochemist who lived in Belgium from 1579 to 1644. He wrongly 

thought that water was the base of everything, but correctly found out about conservation of matter so 

equations were balanced. He discovered gases, paving the way for others to discover more elements.  --

Eric 

 

Johann Baptista Van Helmont was influential because he was one of the first people to work with gasses, 

discovered carbon dioxide, and was the first to accomplish many other great things. His goal was medical 

healing with the chemicals he worked with.   --Eyad 

 

Jan Baptist van Helmont, a Belgian chemist, worked primarily with gases, the first to understand that 

gases were in chemical reactions although nobody saw them. He discovered carbon dioxide and used 

chemistry methods in medicine and thought air and water were elements, but fire and earth were not.  --

Jeff 

 

Van Helmont believed in gas exchange in chemical reactions and the conservation of matter. Van Helmont 

realized that carbon dioxide was produced by chemical processes such as the fermentation of wine. He 

also described carbon monoxide, chlorine gas, and sulfur dioxide which brought chemistry closer to what 

it is today.   --Julia 

 

Johann Bapitsta van Helmont was born in Brussels , Belgium 1579 - 1644. His beliefs that matter is 

indestructible lead him to discover gases. Alchemist’s goals were changing base metals into gold, but 

Helmont’s goal was using his techniques to heal others. Thus people called him the Iatrochemist, the 

healing alchemist.  --Karen 

 

The idea of the Conservation of Matter was developed in 1579-1644 in Belgium by Johann Baptista Van 

Helmont. He was the first alchemist to have worked with gases after discovering CO2. He believed that 

everything came from water and demonstrated this with his "tree-experiment". He was considered an 

iatrochemist.  --Katy 

 

Johann Baptista Van Helmont was an early chemist who lived from 1579-1644 in Belgium.  His most 

important work dealt with gases in experiments that led him to falsely believe that the fundamental 

element was air; however, his work laid important fundamentals of the chemistry of gases.  --Madeline 

 

Johann Baptista, the Belgian chemist was the first to recognize gasses; in fact he was the first to use the 

term. He also “discovered” carbon dioxide no less than five times! One of his greatest contributions to 

chemistry was his belief in the conservation of matter.  --Oliver     

 

Johann Baptista Van Helmont was a Belgium chemist who lived from 1579–1644. Van Helmont was the 

first to consider the production of gases during chemical reactions and had discovered carbon dioxide in 

his experiment if burning wood. He had also investigated many gasses including intestinal gas, CO, and 

SO2. --Tatiana  

 

Belgian chemist Johann Baptista Van Helmont, also known as the father of pneumatic chemistry was very 

opinionated about his religious views and introduced various ideas within the realms of chemistry, 

physiology and medicine. He is prominently known for his ideas with spontaneous generation and his 

teamwork with astronomer Galileo.  --Tokunbo 
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Johann Baptista van Helmont was a 16th century experimental scientist/physician that represents the 

transition from alchemy to chemistry.  He pioneered the idea that matter is indestructible thus saw the 

necessity to balance equations and account for gas as a bi-product. Therefore he provided the fundamental 

principles for modern science.   --Victoria 

 

Johann Baptista Van Helmont lived from 1579-1644 and was born in Brussels, Belgium.  He coined the 

word gases and was one of the first to recognize that gases were important in chemistry.  Among the list 

of gases that he investigated and described are carbon dioxide, sulfur dioxide, and chlorine.  --Yulan 


